A neurysmal subarachnoid hemorrhage (SAH) still has a poor prognosis. Approximately one-third of the patients die and one-third of the surviving patients remain dependent on care for their activities of daily life. 1 The clinical condition at admission is an important factor in predicting functional outcome after SAH. Several scales are used to measure the clinical condition at admission. The Hunt and Hess (H&H) scale is a 5-category grading scale that classifies patients with SAH according to their surgical risk. 2 Another widely used scale is that of the World Federation of Neurological Surgeons (WFNS). 3 This scale was published in 1988 and is based on the Glasgow Coma Scale (GCS), but with focal deficits (motor deficit or aphasia) comprising 1 additional level for patients with a GCS score of 13 or 14. The cut-off points are based on consensus, not on a formal analysis. The Prognosis on Admission of Aneurysmal Subarachnoid Hemorrhage scale (PAASH) has recently been developed by Japanese investigators. 4 In developing this scale, the cut-off points between the categories were selected by calculating at which point 2 consecutive categories corresponded to a statistically different outcome at 6 months. The WFNS and PAASH scales both have a good discriminatory ability with regard to patient prognosis, but the PAASH scale has a more gradual increase in risk for poor outcome in successive categories than the WFNS. 5 A summary of the 3 scales on clinical condition at admission is shown in Table 1 . The WFNS and H&H scales are both commonly used in clinical practice and in research; the PAASH scale is not yet widely used because the scale has been introduced only recently.
For the sake of uniformity, preferably a single scale is used among different centers to assess the clinical condition on admission in SAH patients. In addition to the prognostic value, the inter-rater variability should be taken into account when deciding which scale should be applied. Knowledge of interobserver variability is important both in a clinical setting and in a research setting. For clinicians, it is important to know whether different grading at 2 assessments at different points in the clinical course really means a change in the clinical situation or whether it can be the result of interobserver variation. For researchers, it is important to know if series of patients with dissimilar grading at baseline are really dissimilar. Also, in clinical trials with multiple assessors, a good interobserver agreement of the scale used to assess baseline clinical condition is pivotal to assure proper comparison between the treatment groups.
So far, interobserver variability of the different scales has only been investigated in a few observations. 6, 7 In this study, we have compared the inter-rater variability of the WFNS, H&H, and PAASH scales in patients with aneurysmal SAH.
Subjects and Methods

Subjects
A cohort of consecutive patients with aneurysmal SAH admitted to our hospital between April 2009 and March 2010 was enrolled in our study. Patients were included only when they had been admitted within 4 days after the hemorrhage. The diagnosis of aneurysmal SAH was confirmed with the presence of blood on CT (or, in absence thereof, on presence of xanthochromia in the cerebrospinal fluid) in combination with an aneurysm shown on CT or angiography.
To obtain sufficient observations in a short time window, patients could be seen on the day of admittance to our hospital and on 2 other days during the first week of hospitalization. Each time, the patient was assessed by 2 different raters. Assessments were performed blinded to the assessments of the other rater. One of the researchers was always present at time of assessments and took care that the raters independently assessed the patients and independently completed the assessment forms to ensure blinding. A rater could not rate the same patient more than once. Because SAH patients can sometimes deteriorate rapidly, particularly on the first day, no more than 30 minutes were allowed between paired assessments.
The raters consisted of 4 neurologists (with a total of 12 assessments; 5.8%), 17 residents in neurology or neurosurgery (47 assessments; 22.8%), 5 neurology interns (28 assessments; 13.6%), 3 research nurses (51 assessments; 24.8%), and 28 nurses working on the neurology medium care or intensive care unit (68 assessments; 33.0%). Because the PAASH scale and the WFNS scale are derived directly from the GCS, and because all medical and paramedical personnel in our department are familiar with this scale, it was not necessary to provide any training to the raters in the use of these scales. If raters were not familiar with the H&H scale, then they were trained in using it. The training was provided by 1 researcher. If patients were intubated or had aphasia, then a clinically possible GCS score was assigned based on interpretation of the rater and derived from their eye and motor scores. Only 5 patients were assessed this way.
The study was approved by the ethics committee of our hospital. The committee decided that informed consent could be waived because evaluation of the clinical condition of the patient is part of standard daily care.
Data Analysis
For each scale, the inter-rater agreement was analyzed with STATA version 10.1 (StataCorp LP, College Station, TX). Quadratic statistics were used, which correct for agreement by chance. If there is perfect agreement between 2 observers, then is 1. When is 0, the inter-rater agreement is no greater than would be expected by chance. Because all scales consisted of Ͼ2 categories, the weighted , which takes partial agreements into account, was also calculated. We used interpretation of for the agreement between clinical measures as follows: poor (Ͻ0.20), fair (ϭ0.21-0.40), moderate (ϭ0.41-0.60), good (ϭ0.61-0.80), and very good agreement (ϭ0.81-1.00). 8 
Results
In a cohort of 50 patients, 103 pairs of assessments were performed. The patients' characteristics are given in Table 2 . The assessments between 103 pairs of observers and unweighted and weighted values are presented in Table 3 . The weighted of the PAASH scale was 0.64 (95% CI, 0.49 -0.79), of the WFNS scale was 0.60 (95% CI, 0.48 -0.73), and of the H&H scale was 0.48 (95% CI, 0.36 -0.59). Perfect agreement for the 2 observers was obtained for 81 (79%) with the PAASH scale, for 75 (73%) assessments with the WFNS scale, and for 64 (62%) with the H&H scale. For the PAASH scale, there were no assessments in which scores differed Ͼ1 grade. For the WFNS scale there were 5 assessments and for the H&H scale there were 6 assessments in which scores differed by 2 grades.
Discussion
Our study shows that the H&H scale has the lowest and of the WFNS and PAASH scales are similar, with overlapping CI.
In a previous study, the PAASH scale has been validated in an independent SAH patient population and it was compared with the WFNS scale. 5 Both scales showed a good prognostic value for patient outcome, but the PAASH scale showed a more gradual increase in risk for poor outcome in ascending categories. Furthermore, the PAASH scale is easier to apply in clinical practice because it is based solely on the GCS. Therefore, we have a preference for the PAASH scale to assess clinical condition in SAH patients. In another previous study, an unweighted value of 0.43 (PϽ0.001) was found for the H&H scale, which is similar to the value of 0.45 we found. 6 As in our study, few patients with H&H grade 4 or 5 were included.
In a study from Baltimore, the interobserver variability of the WFNS scale, the H&H scale and a GCS-based grading system was examined. 7 This GCS-based grading system was distinct from the PAASH scale we used, because the 15-point GCS was categorized intuitively in a 5-grade scale and not based on calculations between the GCS and outcome. The resulting categories from the Baltimore scale differ from these in the PAASH scale. The unweighted values were 0.27 (P of statisticϭ0.027) for the WFNS scale, 0.41 (Pϭ0.0005) for the H&H scale, and 0.46 (Pϭ0.0002) for the GCS-based grading system. The value of the WFNS scale is considerably lower than in our study. This difference might be attributable to the fact that only 15 paired assessments were performed in the study. Also, the time between the assessments was not described and a weighted value was not calculated in that study.
Because the WFNS scale and the PAASH scale are both based on the GCS, our high values could be explained by a good interobserver agreement of the GCS. The interobserver variability of the GCS has been extensively studied. Most studies found a good reproducibility between different observers; 9,10 however, another study found a moderate agreement when comparing inexperienced raters with expert raters. 11 Our personnel is well-trained in using the GCS, which can explain the good agreement of the WFNS and PAASH scales, and might be worse when used by inexperienced raters.
A limitation of our study might be that we rated patients not only at admission but also on 2 other days during their first week of admission, whereas the scales are meant to be used as a prognostic indicator only on the day of admission. We used the scales in a different setting to limit our time of research. Yet, the aim of this study was not to assess the prognostic accuracy of the scales, but to compare the interobserver variability. The prognostic accuracy had been reported previously. 5 Because we kept the time interval in between the assessments short, we consider that the difference in setting has barely affected our results. Another limitation is that few patients with a poor clinical condition were included. Therefore, less precise statements can be made about the interobserver variability of patients who were assigned a grade 4 or 5.
Strengths of our study are the large number of observations in comparison to other studies and the large number of observers from different backgrounds and having levels of education and experience. Moreover, in most instances raters did not have an equivalent involvement in the care of the particular patient at the time of paired assessments. Despite this large number of and variation in observers and unequal involvement in care of the assessed patient, moderate and good values were found. Therefore, we expect that our results can be generalized to other settings in which there are many different professions involved in stroke care.
Another strength is the short time interval between the assessments. For that reason, it is unlikely that patients had fluctuations in the severity of their symptoms between the first and the second assessment.
In conclusion, the H&H scale showed the lowest interobserver agreement, whereas agreement of the WFNS and PAASH scales were similar, with overlapping CI. Given the similarity in interobserver reliability of the WFNS and PAASH scales, the easier applicability and the more gradual risk for poor outcome in successive categories of the PAASH scale than the WFNS scale, we prefer the PAASH scale to assess clinical condition in SAH patients.
